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 Significant new cost for electric utilities
 Differential Impact on States: few or no units or IPPs

 Long time frame

 Rules and implementation are still uncertain

 Remediation expensive and controversial  
 Virginia and North Carolina 

 Environmentalists Focusing on Water Quality

 Coal Ash costs compete with other utility 
priorities 22



 Role of PUCs is both heightened and uncertain
 Federal Rules in flux
 State Permitting Agency
 Legislature
 Courts

 Fast Moving Target
 Two EPA proposals pending
 Supreme Court Case on Clean Water Act pending
 NC Supreme Court Case on cost recovery pending
 Environmentalists Engaging
 Possible State Legislation 23
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ABOUT ENERGY VENTURES ANALYSIS

Energy Ventures Analysis is an energy consulting firm located in Arlington, Virginia. Since 1981, 
EVA has been publishing supply, demand, and price forecasts as part of its FUELCAST 
subscription service for the electric power, coal, natural gas, petroleum, renewable, and 
environmental sectors.

EVA’s cutting-edge expertise in energy market, 
economic, financial, and operation management 
matters has led our firm to international 
recognition. For over three decades, our innovative 
insights have helped our clients make confident, 
informed investment and operational decisions to 
maximize value and spur financial growth.

Our clients include: 
• State and federal regulators
• power & natural gas utilities
• fuel producers
• fuel transporters
• commodity traders
• financial institutions
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OUTLINE

1. Study Purpose

2. Study Results

a. Overview of the Changes in the U.S. Electric Power System over the Last Decade

b. Operational Changes at Coal Plants between 2008 and 2018

c. The Costs and Implications of Coal Plant Cycling 

d. Current Financial Compensation Practices for Plant Flexibility Operation

3. Major Takeaways
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STUDY PURPOSE

 Over the last decade, the U.S. electric power sector has gone through one of the most 
dramatic changes in its existence. 

 Low natural gas prices as a result of the shale gas revolution and a substantial reduction in 
construction and operating costs for renewable resources supported by federal and state 
subsidies has resulted in a significant shift away from coal-fired generation and instead 
towards natural gas and renewable generation. 

 With funding support from the DOE Office of Fossil Energy, NARUC hired EVA to develop a 
white paper on coal flexibility and reliability for state utility regulators.

 The paper focuses on operational changes experienced by U.S. coal-fired power plants as a 
result of high renewable penetration. 

 The report also explores how fossil fuel plant flexibility is currently procured and 
compensated and presents options for states to consider to maintain flexible, reliable, and 
affordable electricity. 
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COAL GENERATION IS LOSING SHARE TO NATURAL GAS AND RENEWABLES

 Coal generation dropped from 50% generation share in 2008 to just 28% in 2018

 Cheap natural gas prices made natural gas generation more competitive, increasing its share 
of baseload generation

o Utilization rates for coal plants dropped from 72% in 2008 to 54% in 2018

 Public policy requirements, federal and state tax incentives, and drop in construction costs 
helped renewables gain significant market share over the last decade
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REPLACEMENT FUEL FOR COAL DEPENDS ON AVAILABLE RESOURCES

 While coal generation has been falling in all states across the country, its replacement 
largely depends on the locally available resources and state policies

 States with access to cheap natural gas (e.g., Ohio) mainly replaced the decline in coal with 
new natural gas plants

 States with high wind resources (e.g., Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas and Iowa) primarily 
replaced coal with new wind farms
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COAL PLANTS RUN LESS AND AT LOWER CAPACITY FACTORS

 With increased renewable generation and competition from natural gas-fired power plants, 
coal plants are operating at lower utilization rates, when they are operating at all

 In 2008, U.S. coal plants operated above an 80% capacity factor 55% of the time, while 
being offline only 17% of the time

 In 2018, coal plants were almost as often offline (32%) as they are operating at optimal 
capacity levels (>80% only 37% of the time)
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COAL PLANTS ARE OFFLINE FOR MUCH LONGER TIMES

 Although the average number of starts has declined slightly from 2008 to 2018 (12.6 
average number of starts in 2008 vs. 10.6 in 2018), the time between starts has increased 
significantly

 In 2008, the average outage length was roughly 6 days, while the average outage length in 
2018 more than doubled to approx. 14 days

 Also, coal plants experience more starts at lower ambient boiler temperatures (i.e., cold 
starts), putting increased stress on plant equipment
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COAL PLANTS RAMP MORE OFTEN TO OFFSET LOSS IN RENEWABLE GENERATION

 While ramp rates for the entire U.S. coal fleet are similar between 2008 and 2018, there are 
stark regional differences, most likely depending on the fuel that displaced coal generation

 In states where coal generation was mainly displaced by new more-efficient gas plants (e.g., 
Ohio), coal plants tend to experience fewer stark swings in load in 2018 compared to 2008

 However, in states with high wind penetration (e.g., Oklahoma), coal plants are ramping up 
and down much more frequently and at higher rates in 2018 than in 2008 to offset the 
variability in renewable generation
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EXAMPLE OF CHANGING COAL PLANT OPERATIONS

 The example below is Xcel Energy's Harrington 1 coal unit in Texas, which dispatches in SPP, 
and its hourly generation profile for the month of December in 2008 and 2018

 While it operated at or near maximum output for most of December 2008, its generation 
output in December 2018 was much more variable, with five starts and significant ramping 
between the minimum and maximum load

o Capacity factor in Dec 2008 - 94.7%; no. of starts – 0; avg. ramp rate – 1.1%

o Capacity factor in Dec 2018 - 57.1%; no. of starts – 5; avg. ramp rate – 4.9%
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COAL PLANTS ARE ESSENTIAL IN BALANCING THE GRID

 As wind generation continues to increase in the Central U.S., so does the sudden loss of said 
generation

o For example, ERCOT real-time power prices reached its maximum of $9,000 per MWh during a 
heatwave in August 2019 when wind generation dropped over 80% in 12 hours

 In SPP, wind generation accounted for over 60% of total generation at times in 2018, while 
also falling to 0% at other times

 Coal plants are more often used by grid operators to balance the sudden loss of wind 
generation to maintain grid reliability 
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COSTS AND IMPLICATIONS OF COAL PLANT CYCLING 

 These operational changes and other factors associated with more flexible operation can 
have the following effects on coal-fired EGUs:

o Increased wear-and-tear on high-temperature and high-pressure plant components and associated 
costs

o Increased wear-and-tear on balance-of-plant components and related costs

o Shorter periods between maintenance time and more prolonged outages

o Decreased thermal efficiency at high turndown levels

o Increased fuel costs due to more frequent and inefficient unit starts

o Difficulties in maintaining optimal steam chemistry leading to accelerated corrosion

o Potential for catalyst fouling on NOx control equipment

o Long-term loss of critical equipment life

Expected Low High

Hot Start  (1–23 h offline) 225$        178$        291$        

Warm Start  (24 - 120 h offline) 277$        217$        351$        

Cold Start  (> 120 h offline) 417$        325$        465$        

Load follow down to 36% of Capacity 32$          19$          50$          

Cost estimates ($/MW)
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CURRENT FINANCIAL COMPENSATIONS AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

 Independent system operators start to notice that coal-fired power plants are integral to 
maintaining a balanced power grid and that recent market changes are forcing more plants 
into early retirement due to poor economics

 The two ISOs with the highest share of wind generation (ERCOT and SPP) do not 
compensate power plants for the capacity they provide (i.e., energy-only markets)

 The only revenue sources for coal plants in these markets are energy revenues from 
producing electricity and minimal revenues from providing emergency grid stability through 
voltage control and spinning reserves

 However, four major ISOs are in the process of revising current market structures to 
adequately compensate coal plants for their services:

o PJM: Price setting adjustments to minimize losses for baseload coal plants overnight

o MISO: Multiday operating margin forecast allows plant operators to make scheduling decisions based 
on load requirements up to 7 days out

o SPP & ERCOT: Develop compensation mechanisms or products to pay for capacity to cover 
uncertainties, such as the loss of any significant amount of generation during high demand times
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MAJOR TAKEAWAYS AND THINGS TO CONSIDER

1. Coal plants have been losing significant market share to natural gas and renewables over 
the last decade

2. These generation mix changes have resulted in major operational changes for coal-fired 
power plants, such as lower utilization rates, more frequent cold starts, and higher load 
variations, especially in areas with high renewable penetration

3. Coal plants were not designed to be utilized as load-following or even peaking generating 
resources and, therefore, are incurring higher operating and maintenance costs

1. Accurately assessing the actual cycling cost for each coal unit is essential to operate the 
system at its lowest cost

2. Investing in existing coal plants to increase their flexibility and minimizing O&M costs is 
often more economical than investing in new fossil generation

3. Creating new market mechanisms or products that appropriately compensate coal plants 
for the reliability and flexibility they provide during high demand and/or low renewable 
output periods

The Issue:

Possible Steps Going Forward:
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A national initiative to raise America’s energy 

IQ. We educate policymakers and the public 

about the importance of affordable, reliable 

energy to human flourishing. 



Raising America’s Energy IQ

Energy powers life. The availability of abundant energy has led to the 
most significant advancement of humanity

Reliable energy is central to our daily life. 

Environmental policy should serve humanity, not the other 
way around.

Domestic fossil fuels are increasingly clean and exporting that to the 
rest of the world will improve lives and help the environment.



Education

Social media

Print media and op-eds

Educational videos

Energy curriculum in 
schools

Corporate education: 
Learns

Outreach

Talking points and 
high-level messaging

Policy primers for 
Congressional staff

Personal meetings with 
legislators 

Proactive litigation

Collaboration

Coordinated media 
campaigns

Exhibiting at conferences



REMIND EVERYONE YOU KNOW HOW MUCH 
THEY DEPEND UPON AMERICAN FOSSIL FUELS 

IN THEIR DAILY LIVES!
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”Fossil Fuels -Essential to Every Day Life” Video
https://youtu.be/mclv06jR_e0

https://youtu.be/mclv06jR_e0


New Educational Series on 
Electricity Fundamentals:
How We Use Electricity

https://youtu.be/ZfrBnddgFAU


New Educational Series on 
Electricity Fundamentals:

The Electric Grid

https://youtu.be/WiMtU6O1SxM


New Educational Series on 
Electricity Fundamentals

- Electric Grid Fuels:

https://youtu.be/AKuoIeupGHc


New Educational Series on 
Electricity Fundamentals –

Energy Density:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/q868r0n1vyhnpe8/lp_energy_iq_04_energy_density_ENG_v4.mp4?dl=0


Leading the World in Cleaning the Air While Growing our Economy

Source: World Health Organization, http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.SDGPM25116v

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htosc7929oA
http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.SDGPM25116v


“Energy Poverty” Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEovKjVkUpc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEovKjVkUpc


“Converting Carbon to a Commodity” Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIXVvAoQBjc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIXVvAoQBjc


To reframe the national 
discussion about energy sources 
– including fossil fuels - on the 

importance of reliable, abundant, 
affordable energy to the 

American quality of life and the 
advancement of the human 

condition. 

A Project of the Texas Public Policy Foundation



“Billionaires Telling the Navajo What to Do” Video

https://youtu.be/E5GaHpMvCNY


CENTERPIECE OF OUR EDUCATION CAMPAIGN!

www.LifePowered.org

SUBSCRIBE!

FOLLOW!

DISTRIBUTE!

&

REACH OUT TO 

SUPPORT THE 

EFFORT!

Mike Nasi
Director, Life:Powered

Partner, 
Jackson Walker L.L.P.

mnasi@jw.com
512-236-2000

http://www.lifepowered.org/
mailto:mnasi@jw.com
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